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Abstract—Several thousands of alarm events are arriving into
the network operation center of today’s mobile service providers
per day. On the other hand, managing this huge amount of
information is getting much more difficult as the size of the
network infrastructure gets larger. The demo presented in this
paper proposes a novel scalable architecture for alarm/event
data analyses where alarms are captured, processed and visualized with appropriate notifications in real time. Alarm rules
are pre-registered offline into the system through root cause
analysis module. The proposed system includes novel methods for
streaming data analytics with Complex Event Processing (CEP)
using platforms such as Apache Kafka and Storm. The presented
proof-of-concept demo helps data center and network operators
to monitor continuous alarm streams in order to predict the
upcoming alarms and potential network failures.
Keywords—network alarm, complex event processing, real-time,
Kafka, Storm.

I.

time, identify the upcoming alarms by checking against the
registered alarm rules and notify the user. It is composed
of three main modules: (a) Data Collection, Pre-prosessing,
and Storage; (b) Root Cause Analysis; and (c) Real-time
Alarm Data Processing that includes CEP. The implementation
integrates our solutions with open-source big data analytics
software. Fig. 1 demonstrates the general architecture of our
solution.
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In the presence of alarms arriving from multiple heterogeneous
sources, it is a major challenge to identify and visualize the
root causes of the problems in real-time. This makes network
operation difficult for network operators that want to keep the
number of required actions against failures (in terms of ticket
generation, site visits, etc.) low. In order to adapt to changes
in the network system, the methodologies for building new
rules need to be revised in an adaptive manner. This demo
targets at processing network alarm information in real-time
and includes novel data analytics approaches to add more
capability to traditional alarm management systems. Hence,
operators can make highly accurate and on-time decisions in
the presence of overwhelming number of alarms. Benefits of
this work to mobile operators and data centers include fast
and accurate decision making resulting in less site visits and
ticket generations and recognizing significant alarms streaming
through the network interface based on the pre-built rules.
Note that the calculated rules from correlated alarms are of
format {A, B} =>{C} (meaning when alarm A occurs and
then alarm B occurs alarm C will arrive next, see [1] for
alarm rule samples). Our solution can also be utilized for
trend analysis of alarms on a seasonal scale in order to realize
efficient, highly available network infrastructure investments
and enhance operational processes resulting in long-term cost
savings.
II.

S CALABLE AND R EAL - TIME A LARM DATA A NALYSIS

AlarmAVEA is a platform that processes vast amounts of
alarms that arrive from multiple heterogeneous sources in real978-1-5090-0223-8/16/$31.00 c 2016 IEEE
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High level architecture of AlarmAVEA.

The Data Collection, Pre-prosessing, and Storage module
collects data from heterogeneous sources and transforms them
into a suitable format for further analysis. It also persists
this data into historical storage. The Root Cause Analysis
module performs scalable rule and graph mining for root cause
analysis on alarm events. The Data Collection module feeds
the Root Cause Analysis module with the required alarm data.
The rules discovered by this module are registered into the
Real-time Alarm Data Processing module. This latter module
processes the real-time alarm events within a window to check
for possible matches with the previously registered rules. By
matching the alarm sequences against rules, we can predict
future important alarms in the sequence. The system visualizes
the highly ranked alarms and their relationships. While the first
module involves more technical and engineering challenges,
the other two modules include several contributions in scalable
alarm and rule analytics and visualization.

A. Data Collection, Pre-Processing, Storage
As depicted in Fig. 1, the Data Collection, Pre-Processing and
Storage module is composed of the following three components: (i) Alarm Event Loader: Loads raw alarm events into
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) (ii) Pre-processor:
Retrieves raw alarm events from HDFS and performs filtering, cleaning, and parsing (iii) Database Inserter: Stores the
cleansed data into HBASE for permanent storage.

number of missing or inaccurate fields. We utilize only four dimensions including name of alarm, node name, event start and
clearance times for our root-cause and real-time processing
analysis. AlarmAVEA includes a dashboard for visualization of
the rules used by the CEP engine module, a sample screenshot
of which is shown in Fig. 2.

B. Real-Time Alarm Data Processing
The Real-time Alarm Data Processing module consists of
the following components as depicted in Fig. 1: (i) Alarm
Event Listener: Reads real-time alarm data from the source
and prepares the alarm data for Log Producer’s usage. (ii)
Alarm Event Producer: Writes alarm data into a Kafka cluster
as a producer, by transferring alarm information through a
predetermined topic called Alarm Event. (iii) Kafka Cluster:
Responsible for retention and alarm log data distribution. (iv)
Alarm Event Splitter: Reads alarm data from the Kafka cluster
using a specialized adapter, enabling data flow from Kafka
into Storm. It also cleans the raw data to prepare it for later
analysis and builds the Event data format from alarm data. (v)
Redis Loader: Writes the alarm data received from AlarmLog
Splitter in Event data format, into the Redis database. The goal
is to assist the users in seeing the real-time alarm flow with
low-latency.
AlarmAVEA utilizes Apache Storm [2] for data stream
processing and Redis [3] for in-memory key-value based data
management. We derive the alarm rules in the Root Cause
Analysis module and process the real-time alarms in the
CEP Engine module. Apache Kafka is an integral part of
our implementation, which is used to handle real-time data
feeds [4]. Kafka provides a fault-tolerant publish/subscribe
mechanism with high-throughput and low-latency distribution
of data. There are three important components within Kafka:
Producer, Consumer, and Topic. Producer produces its messages over a topic and sends them to the Kafka cluster. The
latter is responsible for holding these messages and distributing
them. The Consumer receives messages from the Topics it is
subscribed to and consumes them. Kafka cluster is made up
of brokers, responsible for proper distribution of messages into
relevant consumers.
III.

D EMONSTRATION

We demonstrate the capabilities of AlarmAVEA that performs
real-time alarm data processing and analysis. The system
emulates streaming alarm data as its input, applies the analysis
methods presented so far and visualizes the results. For the
demo, we are using real alarm event data that are generated
from mobile operator’s network operation center. The alarm
events are generated by network equipment of mobile operator
located throughout Turkey. There are over 78 million rows of
alarm events in the current data set. The data is collected from
17 different operational domains (RAN, Core, Transmission
(IP/MPLS, microwave links) from six different vendors. In
these alarm events, there are 63 dimensions, with a large

Fig. 2.

Sample screenshot of the demo dashboard.

IV.

C ONCLUSIONS

This demo introduced a real-time alarm data analytics platform
developed for a major mobile service provider. The modules
include real-time capturing of the alarms, root cause analysis, and a visualization dashboard. The demo includes both
practical and theoretical contributions and offer insights on
large-scale alarm management.
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